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Nine high-tech laboratories in various environmental 
sectors form the AMRA network of facilities. They are 
equipped with innovative instrumentation. Some of 
them are unique in Italy and in Europe. They could 
have boosting effect for the local economy, as they in-
crease the competitiveness of Italian SME and may at-
tract foreign investments towards Campania Region.

Quality Management System UNI EN ISO 9001:2008
AMRA has implemented and maintains a Quality Management System which 
fulils the requirements of the standard (since March2007) for:
- DESIGN AND PROVISION OFPROFESSIONAL TRAINING COURSES
(certiicate nr.20966/10/S);
 - DESIGN AND PROVISION OFENVIRONMENTAL RISK ANALYSIS AND
MONITORING ACTIVITIES (certiicate nr.15972/07/IS).MONITORING ACTIVITIES (certiicate nr.15972/07/IS).
All the management activities are carried out according to the procedures fo-
reseen by the abovementioned systems.

Industrial and Chemical Risks:
Fluidized bed gasiier pilot plant

Asyncronous shaking tables system
Static materials testing system
Dynamic materials testing system

Early Warning and Seismic Risk:
High resolution seismic source

Early Warning and Seismic Risk
ISNET network

- NaRAs - Natural Risk Assessment, FP6 project, coordina-
ted by AMRA;
- SAFER - Seismic Early Warning For Europe, FP6 project;
- SAS - Security of Airport Structures, coordinated by 
AMRA and funded under the “European Program for the 
Protection of Critical Infrastructures – DG Justice, Freedom 
and Security”;
- SAFELAND - Living with landslide risk in Europe, FP7 
project;
- SYNER-G - Systemic Seismic Vulnerability and Risk 
Analysis for Buildings, Lifeline Networks and Infrastructu-
res Safety Gain, FP7 project;
- MATRIX - New Methods of Multi hazard and Multi Risk 
evaluation for Europe,  FP7 project;
- CLUVA - CLimate change and Urban Vulnerability in 
Africa, FP7 project, coordinated by AMRA; 
- REAKT - Strategies and tools  for Real Time Earthquake 
Risk reduction, FP7 project, coordinated by AMRA; 
- NERA - Network of European Research Infrastructures 
for Earthquake Risk Assessment and Mitigation, FP7 
project; 
-- MossClone - Creating and testing a method for control-
ling the air quality based on a new biotechnological tool. 
Use of a devitalized moss clone as passive contaminant 
sensor, FP7 project; 
- CRISMA - Modelling crisis management for improved 
action and preparedness, FP7 project;
- MED-SUV - MEDiterranean SUpersite Volcanoes, FP7 
project, still ongoing;
- STREST - Harmonized approach to stress tests for critical 
infrastructures against natural hazards, FP7 project, still 
ongoing;
- SHEER - Shale gas Exploration and Exploitation induced 
Risks, H2020 project, coordinated by AMRA, still ongoing;
-- SYBIL  - SeIsmic monitoring and vulneraBilitY framework 
for civiL protection, H2020 project, still ongoing;
- ESPRESSO - Enhancing Synergies for disaster PRevention 
in the EurOpean Union, H2020 project, still ongoing.
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